
  

 

 

 

 

 

We have been helping midsize law firms be more successful for 33 years. Our oldest customers 
have been with us for 26 years – now they are using the Cloud version. 
Small law offices can now compete with large firms using features originally designed by US 
attorneys 
for the big firms. 

  

 

 

 
 

The ONE-page Client Dashboard solution .  
 
No need to open form-after-form - form after-form 
or use more than one app - like in the Windows environment.  
We promote best practice policies around the remote working environment 
and newly defined office efficiencies.  Your law office becomes more productive 
while reducing operating costs. 



 

 

✓ EXCLUSIVE SETUP TABLES for every type of transaction saves more 

user time than any competitor provides. 

✓ Probably the most advanced case/matter management system 

available. 

It works the way you do and provides needed consistency.   

✓ All scheduled events and tasks are displayed on your Dashboard for the 

next 10-days whenever you login.   

✓ Today’s side-bar calendar/task list is always visible and Syncs with 

Outlook and other calendars. 

✓ Automatic time and task-based billing -- just do your work and Save. 

✓ The Work-in-Progress Report checks your billing -- usually finding 2-3 

hours per week of unbilled time for a timekeeper  – like attending a 

pretrial conference, meeting with client, or writing email. 



 

 

 

✓ Contingent matters 

– Intake forms save time, including workers’ comp and insurance defense.  

Smart preliminary Settlement Statements help keep your focus on results. 

✓ Many meaningful business and case management reports –  not available in 

entry-level online software -  are included.    

Upgrade now. 

We convert your existing client, scheduling, and financial data from any database with 
99.9% accuracy to a Microsoft Sequel Database (SQL) and provide 24/7 continuous online 
backup to separate servers ... located only in the United States. 

NOTE from the author: To maintain security , I use a pocket WIFI that works almost 
anywhere in the USA and abroad to avoid using public internet or onsite connections 
when away from home or office .Use at a client location, court room, or on your boat. 

We will be pleased to arrange an online demo at a time convenient for you. 

Go to www.gocdlaw.com to register for a demo 

A Time charge should 

appear here [T].  If the 

meeting lasted 1.5 

hours, we just found 

$450 at an hourly rate 

of $300 per hour 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986

